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About This Game

The game takes place in the year 3019, RRRR2 is the continuation of the game RRRR, now three super-soldiers Rabbit,
Raccoon and Deer are in a dangerous world full of dangers and deadly traps.

Find out the continuation of the history of RRRR, fight with alien enemies and dangerous robots. The game has more references
to famous characters :)

Each character can use two types of weapons, collect ammo jump starting from the vertical parts of the platforms.
In the game you have to look for hidden secrets, open doors, use various mechanisms. Robot Rabbit owns a super-attack, Robot

Raccoon can deadly act on an enemy at a short distance, Reindeer can search for hidden objects.
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Special features
- Control three characters one by one.

- Explore locations
- Three characters to control one by one

- Two types of weapons
- Hidden objects
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Title: RRRR2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Dnovel
Publisher:
Dnovel
Franchise:
RRRR, RRRR
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2019
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rrr 247/rrr

Really good game!! I can only recommend it. Feels smooth and fun to play with, nothing unnecessary just the game. I really like
that.. Very emotional. Too bad my family doesn't speak English so I can't show them this movie, but still, great
10\/10. You control sperm fighting its way to Conception.

Beacuse why not.. A short puzzle game with a simple, but surprisingly challenging premise. The only mechanic is moving two
siblings around at the same time with the same movement keys. The trick is that the siblings do not move at the same speed,
requiring some nimble fingers to get them where they need to be. The atmosphere is pretty and interesting.. It's got a good beat
and you can dance to it!. Beautiful game)
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very fun under rated game if you have friends. Its a brand new game, so I think its a little buggy. I have aircraft landing with the
aircraft tow truck still attached to the front wheel. Pretty amusing. Also, aircraft explode on taxi ways without a colission, if you
make any changes to settings while the game is running, there is a status baloon bug that shows itself, static floating in mid air.
There is also an ocasional bug that causes a parked aircraft to backout all the way into a runway.

Otherwise, the game is a lot of fun!. *Go into a custom game*
*Make sure you and your teammates play as Leon and use this skin*
*Win the internets*

Jokes aside this skin is really good, my favourite feature is the giant hat Leon wears.. There is no way to exit the game from with
in it. You heard me, no exit button.

EDIT: I've noticed that quite a few people can not even start the game after trouble shooting. If you are one of these people,
consider yourselves lucky. Roblox legitimately has better shooters than this. I mean seriously, when ♥♥♥♥ing Roblox is a
better first person shooter than your game you've ♥♥♥♥ed up.. It's helpful to have a really money-making industry right in the
Colonial era.. The Celtic females made this portrait pack my favourite. Simple, yet addictive. Great gameplay, great music.
Only things I don't like are instant death traps when you have to replay the entire level and boss fights. Bosses can insta-kill you
and are easy. You just stand in one place and fire untill they're dead. Still I feel like I can't complain too much when the game's
this fun and so cheap!. Could not get this or the AoW High Treason to run.
Tried the usual verify game catch & a few things online but no go.
Requested a refund from steam as gave up and don't have time to sink into researching fixes.
Buyer Beware.. Sublime
Excellent
Very Good ✔
Good
Mediocre
Bad
Very Bad

R2-10L update:

 Added and revised levels, now there are 10 levels in the game!

 Improved game balance.

 RRRR2 supports the ability to play up to 3 people at one computer with support for 3 keyboards or 3 gamepads.

We continue to work on the achievements and balance of the game.
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